Investigating Students’ Preexisting Debugging Traits: A Real World Escape Room Study
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ABSTRACT
Being able to find and fix errors is an essential skill in computer programming. Nevertheless, debugging poses a major hurdle in the K12 classroom, as students are often rather helpless and rely on the teacher hurrying from one student-PC to the other. Overall, there is a lack of respective concepts and materials for the classroom as well as research on how to teach debugging. According to the constructivist learning theory, teaching and developing concepts and materials for the classroom must take learners’ preexisting experience into account to be effective. In their daily lives, students are confronted with errors long before they build programming experience: Whether there is a problem with “the internet” or with their bicycle, they are troubleshooting and locating and fixing errors. Debugging is a special case of general troubleshooting and shares common characteristics, such as the overall process or particular strategies. Thus, the aim of this study is to investigate students’ preexisting debugging traits. To this end, we developed a real-world escape room consisting of debugging-related troubleshooting exercises. This allows us to observe students’ troubleshooting behavior in a natural environment. Building upon this, we employed the escape room approach with around 150 high school students and analyzed the resulting video data. Based on the data we identify preexisting debugging traits such as students struggling to generate hypotheses or to undo changes. Furthermore, they are not able to effectively test a system and struggle with cognitive load in topographic search. Therefore, our study firstly contributes to understanding and explaining the behavior of novice debuggers. The second contribution is an innovative methodology to analyze preexisting debugging traits.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In programming, finding and fixing errors is an important skill for both experts and novices. While professional developers spend between 20% and 40% of their working time on debugging code [38], debugging poses a major hurdle for students learning to program [23]. Furthermore, debugging is one of the approaches to Computational Thinking [46] and hence considered important for every student.

If we look into K-12 classrooms, we see that teachers lack adequate concepts and materials for fostering and addressing debugging in the classroom [30]. Most of the time is spent rushing from one student to another, trying to help the students in their struggles, an approach best described as “putting out the fires”. Explicit teaching of a debugging process, certain debugging strategies, or the use of debugging tools rarely takes place in the classroom [30]. In consequence, novices are often left alone with their errors and forced to learn debugging “the hard way” – the same way most professionals report they have “learned” debugging [38].

According to the learning theory of constructivism, learning is a constant and active process of refining preexisting models of a subject by making and reflecting on new experiences [39]. Therefore, we have to incorporate learners’ preexisting experience to eventually develop suitable approaches, best practices, and materials for the classroom [2]. This is also emphasised in the concept of educational reconstruction [7]. Therefore, the aim of this study is to investigate preexisting debugging traits of K-12 students.

But what preexisting experience on debugging is there? Despite being considered an aspect of programming, debugging is already part of students’ daily lives in the form of troubleshooting: Debugging is a special case of troubleshooting – troubleshooting in the domain of programming [19]. Therefore, we developed debugging-related troubleshooting exercises and conducted a study among K-12 students. By analyzing students’ troubleshooting processes and strategies we can identify certain preexisting traits that influence or explain novices’ debugging behavior and need to be addressed in teaching.

In contrast to existing approaches (cf. [41]) that used real world examples of debugging situations such as giving a description of what to do when a light bulb stops working, we take this approach
a step further: Instead of asking participants for how they would react if they were put into a given situation, we actually put them in that situation by using a real world escape room setting.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Preexisting Debugging Experience

There is a large amount of related work on the investigation of learners’ preexisting experience for various subjects. For the domain of programming, Onorato and Schwanveldt [35] as well as Miller [31] investigated preconceptions by studying learners “programming” in natural language. Gibson and O’Kelly [12] analysed students’ problem solving process for search problems, Kolikant [22] investigated students’ preconceptions regarding concurrency and synchronisation, and in the commonsense computing series [24, 42, 43], preconceptions for various topics such as sorting, concurrency or logic were investigated.

What kind of preexisting experience on debugging do students have? They frequently “debug” in their daily lives before they learn to program: If, for example, their bicycle or “the internet” stops working, they start to troubleshoot. Troubleshooting is the process of locating the reason for a system malfunction and the subsequent repair or replacement of the faulty component [32]. Debugging is troubleshooting in the domain of programming, a special case of general problem solving [17, 19]. Therefore, similar skills and strategies are involved in troubleshooting and debugging, as [25] points out.

The study conducted by Simon et al. [41] within the commonsense computing series is central to this paper. They investigated preexisting debugging experiences for university students by analyzing their troubleshooting behavior to conclude implications for teaching debugging. To this end, they asked the participants for their reactions in four real world troubleshooting situations, such as giving instructions to repair a broken light bulb, troubleshooting the popular children’s game “telephone”, or describing their reaction for further real world troubleshooting instances from the participant’s life. The subjects, university students, answered in written form. The authors then analyzed those answers for common characteristics and compared them to the debugging behaviors of novices and of experts. From the results, they conclude implications for teaching debugging such as the need to “address the differences between locating an error and fixing it”, emphasizing the importance of test-only, or that undoing a previous step is an unnatural strategy, and so on [25].

Thus, similar to Simon et al. [41], we consider real-life troubleshooting experience to be preexisting debugging experience that has to be kept in mind when teaching debugging. However, in contrast to topics like concurrency, we consider this experience to be not quite preconceptions, but rather traits: instead of concepts and attitudes towards debugging, we look at actual skills and behavioral patterns.

Looking into troubleshooting - and debugging as a special case of it - outlines the similarities between the two practices: The debugging process, a high-level systematic pursuit of a plan to find and correct errors is characterized as follows (see for example [19]): First, the program is tested and the failure observed. Then, if necessary, an overview of the program is sought. In the next step, hypotheses are formulated and experimentally verified. If necessary, the hypothesis is refined repeatedly. Eventually, the error is corrected and the program is tested once more. Zeller [47] labels this approach the “scientific method”. Since debugging is troubleshooting in the domain of programming, the debugging process can be seen as a specialization of the general troubleshooting process described by Schaafstall et al. [40] (see figure 1).

The same applies to debugging strategies. These are lower-level practices that support the steps of finding and refining hypotheses. Examples for this are tracing the program flow using print-debugging or the debugger, slicing and commenting out or forcing the execution of a specific case (see for example [29] or [38]). Jonassen and Hung [18] consider these strategies to be local troubleshooting strategies, applicable only to a specific domain, such as debugging. For the debugging strategy of tracing, the global counterpart (and therefore general troubleshooting strategy which is independent of context) is a topographic search, which can go either forward or backward through the program. For the local strategy of forcing the execution of a specific case and comparing the actual program output to the expected output, functional/discrepancy detection can be seen as the respective global – context-independent – strategy, and so on [25].

However, on the topic of transferring skills (such as computer science-related approaches and concepts according to Computational Thinking), results have often been underwhelming [14]. In contrast, indications for the transfer of debugging skills beyond the domain of programming have been shown to exist in a study by Carver and Raising [4]. They gave students one hour of debugging training as part of a larger Logo curriculum. It contained a flowchart characterizing the debugging process, bug mappings and debugging “diaries” that were always present in the classroom. Besides an improvement in students’ code debugging skills, Carver and Raising found improved performance, such as a higher accuracy and a more focused search, in the non-computer transfer tasks.

In summary, we see that debugging is special case of troubleshooting. Therefore, the debugging process as well as debugging strategies such as tracing or testing (local strategies) are manifestations of the general troubleshooting process or global troubleshooting strategies such as topographic search or functional/discrepancy detection which are context-independent. Furthermore, existing research suggests that preexisting debugging experience in the form of troubleshooting influences debugging behavior. Nevertheless, there is not enough insight into preexisting debugging traits of high school students.

Figure 1: Visualization of the troubleshooting process based on Schaafstall et al. [40]
The aim of this study is to identify students’ preexisting debugging traits. This helps us understand and explain traits of novice debuggers, thus providing the basis for developing concepts and materials on teaching debugging for the classroom. As discussed above, students’ preexisting debugging experience consists of troubleshooting situations in their daily lives. Therefore, we investigate students’ behavior in different debugging-related troubleshooting situations. This enables us to identify certain preexisting debugging traits by studying students’ troubleshooting process and strategies.

Therefore, we will address the following research question:

**RQ** Which preregister debugging traits can we observe within students?

### 3 METHODOLOGY

The aim of this study is to identify students’ preexisting debugging traits. This helps us understand and explain traits of novice debuggers, thus providing the basis for developing concepts and materials on teaching debugging for the classroom. As discussed above, students’ preexisting debugging experience consists of troubleshooting situations in their daily lives. Therefore, we investigate students’ behavior in different debugging-related troubleshooting situations. This enables us to identify certain preexisting debugging traits by studying students’ troubleshooting process and strategies.

#### 3.1 Study Design

To answer the research question, we applied a cross-sectional study design. We developed a live-action escape room scenario consisting of different debugging-related troubleshooting exercises. By analyzing high-school students’ overall troubleshooting process in debugging-related scenarios and how they apply certain troubleshooting strategies, we can identify common preexisting debugging traits.

The escape game itself followed the typical rules: The participants had one hour to solve all the puzzles and riddles, open a variety of locks, and win the game (our game was set in ancient Egypt: the goal was to find a stolen object to end the Pharaoh’s curse). Via a surveillance camera mounted in the room, the participants’ behavior and audio could be recorded. We used the camera’s two-way audio feature to record the participants’ communication and to interact with them to control the game if needed.

Similar to the study Simon et al. [41] conducted with university students, we used troubleshooting exercises to determine the participants’ preexisting experience. Instead of having the participants describe their course of action in writing, the escape room setting provides the following advantages:

- We observe the actual troubleshooting process and strategies in a natural environment. Furthermore, the participants are not able to extensively plan or revise their “final answer” as they would be in an assessment in written form.
- We assess students’ reactions if their initial plan does not work out.
- Teamwork and open communication between team members makes the troubleshooting process observable, as e.g. Fields et al. point out [9].

#### 3.2 Subjects

The escape room was employed on seven different occasions. Each time, one school class visited our university to play the room. Overall, about 150 students in groups of four to six played the room. In total, we had 28 teams attending the escape room. All students were from upper German high-schools and 14 to 18 years old. Some of the students had computer science experience, but at most a year of formal computer science education. Furthermore, some had previous experience with escape room games, which might provide advantages with certain “meta-factors” such as how to search a room, map certain locks to certain exercises based on the solution’s number of inputs, and so on. Overall, we collected 32 hours of video material.
was developed for analyzing the overall troubleshooting process. We designed the exercises in such a way that debugging-related troubleshooting behaviors such as a systematic troubleshooting process or particular troubleshooting strategies were necessary and observable. The respective troubleshooting behaviors we expected for each of the exercises are described within the results. We almost completely excluded search-and-find-tasks, which are common in escape games, as they provide no insights into our research interest. Throughout the study and the different data collections, we rotated some of the exercises in and out to adjust the difficulty of the escape game. In the following, we report only on the most successful exercises with regards to our research interest.

**Screen:** It is the students’ task to get the screen to work. To this end, they simply have to plug in its power supply. Furthermore, a Chromecast is connected to the screen which is used for streaming the content, but marked with a “do not touch”-sticker. This activity was developed for analyzing the overall troubleshooting process and the application of a functional/discrepancy detection strategy.

**Tangle of cables:** The participants are confronted with a set of eight daisy-chained USB-cables connecting a LED-flashlight to a power adapter. Furthermore, they find a box which is prepared in such a way that they can not look inside without the flashlight. Two of the cables are defective. The task is to identify the broken cables and build a sufficiently long chain with the remaining wires to shine light into the box and read the numbers inside. This activity was developed for analyzing the overall troubleshooting process and the application of a functional/discrepancy detection strategy.

**Tap the telephone:** The participants find a box with five cables hanging out. Upon inserting a cable into one of the five sockets, they get audio feedback on how many cables are plugged into the correct socket. They have to find the right order of cables, somewhat similar to the game “mastermind”. This activity was developed for analyzing the overall troubleshooting process.

### 3.3 Escape Room Exercises

The exercises for the escape room were developed in a design-based-research-process. We oriented the design according to Jonassen and Hung’s [18] characterization of troubleshooting exercises as appearing ill-defined, requiring the construction of a conceptional model of the system, having known solutions with clear success criteria and usually containing only singular fault states. Furthermore, we designed the exercises in such a way that debugging-related troubleshooting behaviors such as a systematic troubleshooting process or particular troubleshooting strategies were necessary and observable. The respective troubleshooting behaviors we expected for each of the exercises are described within the results. We almost completely excluded search-and-find-tasks, which are common in escape games, as they provide no insights into our research interest. Throughout the study and the different data collections, we rotated some of the exercises in and out to adjust the difficulty of the escape game. In the following, we report only on the most successful exercises with regards to our research interest.

**Finding Mr. X:** A web app (after a tablet has been found) shows a map of Cairo’s metro system. The participants are tasked with finding out where Mr. X is going, given his starting station. To this end, they can place two watchers on the underground tunnels and get feedback on whether Mr X passed them. After 30 seconds of waiting, they get another chance to place the watchers. This is one example of how we actively fostered communication between the team members by introducing a pause after getting feedback in the design of the exercises. This activity was developed for analyzing the application of a topographic search strategy.

**Valley of the kings:** The participants find a map of the valley of the kings with a route on it. Furthermore, they find a route description, although some of the arrows describing the route are wrong. The paper with the route contains the hint to identify the 6 errors. This activity was developed for analyzing the application of a topographic search strategy.

### 3.4 Data Analysis

As the aim of our study is to identify preexisting debugging traits, we need to identify certain patterns in the students’ application of troubleshooting process and strategies. In order for behavioral patterns to be considered relevant traits in our study, a certain frequency of occurrence is required. Therefore, we applied an integrated approach of qualitative and quantitative analysis according to Mayring [27], consisting of three steps:

First, we analyzed the video data using a structured content analysis approach according to Mayring [28], similar to [15], to capture all student behaviors and actions for each of the exercises. To this end, we deductively developed a category system for which table 1 provides selected extracts. The category system comprises all possible behaviors the students could show and employ within the respective exercises. To avoid neglecting important aspects due to previously-defined categories, inductive additions were allowed. The recorded videos form the basis of the evaluation, while a video segment with a minimum length of 5 seconds serves as a unit of analysis. To ensure intercoder reliability, a second researcher coded the video data for six of the groups (about 20 percent of the video data).

In the next step, we arranged the categories according to the frequency of their appearance in the material. We only considered actions that were coded for at least 20 percent of the groups relevant for further analysis.

In the final step, we identified preexisting debugging traits. To this end, we interpreted the relevant actions for each individual group. This was done in a qualitative process: Depending on the
The screen exercise always posed the first puzzle of the room, as it provided the students with a timer and necessary information for the actual behavior observed will be described. In conclusion, the respective results are summed up and interpreted with regards to preexisting debugging traits.

4 RESULTS

In the following section, we will describe the observed troubleshooting behavior and strategies for the individual tasks. For every exercise, we will first outline our hypotheses regarding the students’ approaches according to the troubleshooting process (see figure 1) and strategies. Subsequently, the actual behavior observed will be described. In conclusion, the respective results are summed up and interpreted with regards to preexisting debugging traits.

4.1 Screen

The screen exercise always posed the first puzzle of the room, as it provided the students with a timer and necessary information for the next exercise upon completion. We expected the students to:

1. notice that the monitor is not working (formulate problem description).
2. hypothesize, based on this observation, that no power source is connected (generate causes).
3. press the power or other buttons, and/or check the inputs systematically (test).
4. search for the respective cable (if not spotted beforehand) and plug it in, solving the exercise (repair and evaluate).

Upon analyzing the video data, we observed the following behaviors: Before entering the room, the students received the hint that “the evil professor was doing something suspicious on the screen”, so all groups examined the monitor within the first minutes and noticed it not working. Some groups (30 %) immediately spotted the loose cable (lying directly beside the monitor), plugged it in and therefore solved the exercise. Other groups (about 35 %) systematically checked the connections at the screen and/or sockets and then either immediately found the cable or started searching for it. Few groups explicitly formulated a corresponding hypothesis; nevertheless, they checked a common cause for such a problem in reaction to the internal hypothesis “the screen might not be connected correctly”, simply based on their everyday life experience.

A considerable percentage of the other groups (35 %) needed significantly longer amounts of time or even a hint on how to solve this exercise. Most of these groups pressed the power button, noting the lack of any reaction on the screen. Nevertheless, they did not generate any hypothesis as to the reason for this. Instead, they checked the area around the monitor in a unsystematic manner or had a look at the power sockets, but without tracing which cables go where. Some students even held the unplugged cable in their hands, but did not decide what to do with it. Eventually, they started to work on searching the room for different exercises.

Another common behavior we observed among all groups was trying to press other buttons on the screen, for example to change the input for the screen. A likely reason for this is that having chosen the wrong source is a common cause of error the students might have encountered in their daily lives. Without a power supply, they saw no feedback on the screen, so this heuristic did not help them in this particular case (besides giving more clues suggesting that no power is connected).

In summary, the data for this exercise indicates two preexisting debugging traits. First of all, some students applied a systematic troubleshooting process and incorporated experience from their everyday lives according to our expectations. However, a notable number of students was not able to generate an initial hypothesis as to why the screen was not working. Overall, we were surprised by the problems a lot of students had with this task, as well as the degree of helplessness shown, which is common in debugging as well [37].

4.2 Tangle of Cables

For the tangle-of-cables-exercise, we expected the students to:

1. plug in the daisy-chained USB cables, noticing the flashlight not working (formulate problem description).
2. generate multiple hypotheses based on this observation, such as the power socket, the power adapter, the cables, or the flashlight itself not working (generate causes).
3. systematically check those hypotheses by testing the respective component (test by using strategies such as functional/discrepancy detection).
4. eventually conclude that some of the cables are not working, identify those cables and build the daisy-chain without them, allowing them to shine light into the box and read the numbers inside (repair and evaluate).

As expected, all students initially tried to plug the daisy-chained USB cables with the flashlight at its end into a socket. After noticing that the flashlight does not light up, almost all groups checked the connection of the individual USB cables. This can be described as “applying common heuristics”, as participants likely had made similar experiences in their everyday lives. At this point, many students explicitly hypothesized that the socket might be faulty.

context, in which the action was exhibited, we mapped it either to a step of the troubleshooting process (see figure 1), or to a particular troubleshooting strategy. After mapping, we then analyzed its respective characteristics (e.g. how they approached a certain step of the troubleshooting process or applied a particular strategy). The generalization of such characteristics over all groups form the preexisting debugging traits.

Table 1: Excerpt of the category system for structured content analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tangle of cables</td>
<td>plug daisy-chain into socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>check individual cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>extend/shorten chain step by step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>randomly extend/shorten chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>check only the flashlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>check cable connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen</td>
<td>finding the unplugged cable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pressing the screens power button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pressing other buttons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>examining the screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>checking the screens connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>checking the sockets connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>checking the area around the screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>plugging in the cable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To verify this hypothesis, they connected the cables to a different socket in the room. In reaction to this, the majority of groups struggled for one of two reasons:

- One part (about 37%) of the students was unable to generate any alternative hypothesis. Some groups even checked a third socket. If their first approach did not work out – even after getting the hint that the sockets and flashlight are working fine – they lacked a direction to keep on working on the problem.
- Other groups (about 30%) hypothesized or even directly asked the room operator whether the flashlight might be broken. However, they lacked an approach to test this hypothesis. Some groups eventually checked the flashlight with a shorter chain of cables.

To our surprise, only about 25% of the groups thought to check whether the flashlight was working when directly connected to the power adapter. After being stuck, some groups showed an unsystematic trial-and-error-approach, such as switching the position of individual cables in the chain. A lot of groups needed hints such as to “check the cables”, or “that socket and flashlight are fine”. At the point they figured out that some of the cables might be broken, most groups systematically checked one cable after another to identify the broken ones. Other groups extended the chain of cables step-by-step in a systematic manner. No group applied a binary search for this problem. Given the small number of wires and (more) efficient method of checking each wire individually, using a binary search would have seemed inappropriate.

In summary, the data for this exercise suggests three preexisting debugging traits. Most students applied a systematic troubleshooting process according to our expectations and even incorporated experience from their daily lives for the tangle-of-cables exercise, but only for their first hypothesis. They had significant problems generating an alternative hypothesis if their first approach did not work out. To our surprise, if they actually had an alternative hypothesis, they struggled with verifying it, as they did not test the respective component in an isolated manner.

### 4.3 Tap the telephone

For this exercise, we expected the students to:

1. randomly connect cables and sockets (formulate problem description).
2. in doing so, notice a correlation between the audio feedback and the connected wires and, therefore, understand the system (generate causes/test).
3. systematically find the correct position for each cable step by step by checking each of the remaining sockets for a cable (repair and evaluate).

Most students started by plugging in all of the 5 cables. Depending on the number of matching sockets, they received audio feedback in the form of beeping sounds. All groups then started to randomly switch the positions of certain plugs. This way, the number of beeping sounds either increased or decreased. If the number of beeping sounds, and therefore the number of correctly positioned plugs, decreased, we observed an interesting pattern: Many students did not reverse the changes that led to the decrease, but kept on switching cables. One group, for example, had already correctly positioned three plugs by randomly switching positions, mostly of adjacent plugs. Nevertheless, they kept on doing so, until only one beeping sound was left, and eventually removed all the plugs and turned their attention to another task for the time being. Although we cannot say this with certainty, the majority of the groups showing this behavior seemed to have grasped the concept of “the more beeping sounds the better”. Nevertheless, at least for this rather exploratory process, students did not undo certain changes if they reduced or did not improve the result.

Most groups switched to a more systematic approach after some time: About half of the groups removed all plugs and started over by checking all 5 positions for the first plug, then the remaining four for the next, and so on. The other half identified the already-correctly-positioned plugs by removing them one after the other, and then just tested the remaining positions for the remaining plugs.

In summary, the data for this exercise shows two preexisting debugging traits. Most groups solved this exercise according to our expectations: After understanding the system in an exploratory manner, they applied a systematic process of checking the right position for each cable step by step. However, we identified the interesting pattern of not undoing changes, which students showed at the end of their exploration of the system, although they seemed to have already grasped the meaning of the number of beeping sounds. Similar behaviors are common in debugging, where novices often add additional errors by not undoing attempted but unsuccessful fixes [13].

### 4.4 Valley of the Kings

For the valley-of-the-kings-exercise, we expected the students to:

1. understand the system of arrow directions and route using the given example and comparing the first few directions with the route (formulate problem description).
2. trace the route, using some form of auxiliary material to help keep track of the wrong arrows and/or the current position (apply forward topographic search strategy).

To our surprise, about 75% of the groups traced the route more than twice. For most of these groups, the first three wrong arrow directions (of six in total) did not pose a problem, but the longer the route, the more miss-identifications or confusion was observed. We identified the following reasons for this issue: Students often tracked their progress using their fingers, but commonly only on either the map or the route – despite working in a group. This led to confusion regarding the current position after some time, especially with simultaneous group discussions taking place.

Another common pattern was that one or two students worked on the route and the map, while another student wrote down the errors they identified. Doing so, they frequently encountered problems in their communication: Some groups perfectly identified all six errors, but they forgot or miscommunicated to write one of them down, or wrote it down twice. In general, many groups started noting things down only after their first trace throughout the route. Furthermore, although they, for example, were able to mark the wrong arrows or additional information directly on the map-paper, many groups chose to do this on a separate sheet of paper – possibly because they did not want to “destroy” the game
In summary, we observed two different topographical strategies employed by the students: One part of the students traced the route from the entry station in a rather efficient manner. Other students isolated the subway station by ruling out the branches one after the other, which appeared to be rather inefficient for this particular task. In debugging, choosing suitable locations for placing prints or breakpoints also poses a major challenge for novices [33].

5 DISCUSSION

Overall, most of the traits we identified by observing students troubleshooting behavior resemble the behavior novices show in debugging. Therefore, we conclude that those traits must exist before novices learn to program and are therefore independent from the programming or debugging domain. We argue that in order for students to use debugging skills successfully, these traits need to be addressed explicitly in teaching debugging by conveying corresponding strategies at an abstract level. In the following, we will generalize the results from the individual exercises and interpret them with regards to programming and debugging. Furthermore, we discuss implications for teaching debugging.

5.1 Generalization and Interpretation of the Results

Preexisting debugging trait: Students struggle with generating hypotheses, in particular alternative hypotheses. Regarding the students’ overall approach, the data showed that the majority of students employed a process similar to the troubleshooting process described earlier, although they did not formulate every hypothesis explicitly. Although they generally followed a plan, students had problems at particular steps of the process. For debugging, (as well as for troubleshooting, cf. [18, 32]), being able to effectively generate good and multiple hypotheses is a decisive difference between experts and novices [13, 20]. With the screen exercise, a notable part of the students encountered problems with formulating an initial hypothesis. In contrast to this, all students were able to generate and test an initial hypothesis for the tangle-of-cables-exercise. We suspect that the different domain knowledge needed for those exercises explains this finding: While all students have experience with operating devices using USB-cables, not all of them are likely to have experience in working with and connecting a computer screen. Furthermore, the data indicates that students have problems with formulating alternative or more than one hypothesis. Many were stuck after they tested their first hypothesis for the tangle-of-cables-exercise and had to reject it. Some groups even tried a third power socket. This is in line with literature, as Bereiter and Miller report that a wrong troubleshooting path, even in light of contradicting clues, is often not discarded [1]. For debugging, Murphy et al. report that students often did not recognize they were stuck and needed to change their approach [33]. They conclude that especially thinking about alternative bug causes should be incorporated in debugging instruction. The traits we found in our study might explain the students’ debugging behavior and support the importance of fostering the generation of hypotheses, in particular alternative hypotheses, in teaching debugging.

When debugging code, it is a common behavior for students to employ a trial-and-error-approach, such as adding semicolons
or braces, or increase or decrease loop parameters (cf. [30]). Our data showed similar patterns only after students got stuck. This indicates that students employing such an approach in debugging may be stuck and lack any direction on how to work on the problem. However, our data does not allow us to make statements on the reason for this; whether they stopped due to being unable to form a (new) hypothesis (i.e. caused by lack of domain knowledge), or due to not realizing the need for a systematically-established hypothesis, we cannot say.

**Preexisting debugging trait:** Students are not able to effectively test a system and test single components in an isolated manner. In the tangle-of-cables-exercise, the students hypothesized that the power socket might be defect. To test this, they used a different socket. Murphy et al. [33] as well as Fitzgerald et al. [10] found that university students commonly employed debugging programs, but mostly just used sample values provided by an instructor. They seldom use specific cases such as boundary conditions. In our study, students had problems with testing their hypothesis that the flashlight might not be working. In particular, they were not able to test the component “flashlight” in an isolated system, therefore disregarding the possibility of defect wires (as was actually the case). Based on our data, we hypothesize that students have no preexisting experience regarding effective testing from their everyday lives, which might contribute to their deficits in testing for debugging. Therefore, respective skills have to be fostered in teaching debugging from scratch, such as how to test a single isolated component of code.

**Preexisting debugging trait:** Undoing changes is not intuitive. When applying a possible fix to a particular system and evaluating the results of those changes, students rarely resorted to reverting those changes. Once more, Murphy et al. found similar results in their qualitative study of novice strategies in debugging code, even though there is IDE support for *undo* in programming. Because of this, it is a common pattern that novices introduce new bugs in their code when debugging [13]. Our data indicates that undoing changes is no intuitive trait students have from their daily lives, and therefore needs to be addressed explicitly in teaching debugging.

**Preexisting debugging trait:** Students use domain knowledge and incorporate heuristics and patterns for common error causes into their troubleshooting process. Our data shows that students incorporate previous experience into their troubleshooting process, such as checking whether the USB-cables are connected properly, whether the power supply is connected, or whether the right input for the screen is selected. Applying such heuristics and patterns for common bugs is an essential debugging skill and professional developers use these patterns and heuristics, based on their experience, to “shorten” their debugging process [30]. To support learning from past errors, many professional developers keep a debugging diary or debugging log, which they use to document their debugging experience [38]. Obviously, programming novices lack the respective experience. Therefore, teachers need to support building such patterns and heuristics by employing methods such as debugging diaries (cf. [4]) or ensuring that situations arise in which students can learn these behaviors.

**Preexisting debugging trait:** Students struggle with cognitive load and lack the means to effectively employ external representation to help in topographic search and tracing. In the finding-the-rectangle-exercise, a lot of students actually chose well-suited subway tunnels to place their watchers. However, students struggle in applying similar tracing strategies such as print-debugging in coding as they often choose inefficient locations or text to print [33] – although print-debugging is one of the most common debugging strategies [10]. We suspect that the main problem in coding is not having or not being able to construct a mental model of the program flow, similar to the map in our exercise. Nevertheless, this provides an interesting starting point for further investigation and to compare students’ placement of such statements in coding and examples like our subway map.

Students also struggled when tracing the route in the valley-of-the-kings-exercise. This surprised us, as we used a simple arrow notation and concrete (rather than symbolic) tracing [6] without any additional hurdles such as a programming language syntax. For tracing in programming, novices’ overall skills have been characterized as poor [26]. Students often lack the necessary accuracy [37], are not able to raise the abstraction level and in general have problems with cognitive load [5]. We suspect a similar problem with cognitive load in our case, as the students struggled in particular with the last three incorrect arrows. Furthermore, they used rather inefficient external representations, as is reported for tracing in coding [5]. Therefore, our data suggests that this problem (pre)exists outside of the programming domain – although our exercise was arguably very closely related to programming. To tackle efficient tracing in the classroom, students need to build experience by practising tracing and how to use external representations efficiently.

**Preexisting debugging trait:** Students are easily frustrated. Another interesting general observation we made was that the majority of students got frustrated rather quickly. In contrast to typical school exercises, due to the problem solving character of the escape room, they did not have any “recipe” for how to solve the different exercises. Instead of persisting and struggling their way through a task, many students gave up and preferred to search for more hints in the room or work on a different exercise. Especially if the groups split in order to work on different exercises at the same time and one group had a breakthrough, all team members came (and often stayed) together to work on the exercise, for which they now had some clues. We characterize this as seeking success instead of persisting on a, for the moment, frustrating task. We see similar reports for students debugging code [21], as debugging is a process where a certain level of persistence and perseverance is needed. Our data suggests that persevering in a task is independent from programming to a certain degree, and needs to be addressed in the classroom, for example by providing strategies to get unstuck.

### 5.2 Comparison to literature

As described above, Simon et al. [41] identified university students’ preconceptions regarding debugging with a similar approach. Instead of using video data from an escape room, they analyzed students’ answers to certain scenarios. Our methodology allowed us to analyze behavior “live in action” and in greater detail. Furthermore,
our high-school participants are notably younger and likely to have significantly less troubleshooting experience from their daily lives. Additionally, in contrast to rather open scenarios, our exercises had one correct solution due to the escape room setting. This is suitable for troubleshooting exercises, as most of the time, they require a particular solution [18].

Nevertheless, our results provide additional evidence for some of their results, such as undo seeming unnatural for students and that students often do not generate alternative hypotheses. However, our methodology and the exercises developed – based on the strong theoretical basis – allowed us to find further preexisting debugging traits such as the students incorporating domain knowledge and heuristics and patterns or the problems with certain strategies such as topographic search or testing.

5.3 Remarks on the Methodology

Regarding the escape room methodology we applied, we were satisfied with the ability to observe students’ behavior, process and strategies. In our data, there were groups in which one student individually solved a certain exercise on his own, as well as groups which solved a certain exercise in such way that – due to the camera angle – we were not able to observe closely. In consequence, we omitted those cases from our analysis. Nevertheless, for the vast majority (and given the large number of participants) of exercises and groups, we were able to observe the students’ actions, and to get additional insights from groups discussions. Furthermore, all groups showed a high level of motivation due to the scenario. As the room was not linear, the students were sometimes able to work on certain tasks in parallel. Students were always able to search the room for further clues for later exercises. This might have influenced the tendency to give up on a certain task and focus on a different exercise for the time being (although we observed few groups that split to work on tasks in parallel overall).

For the analysis of debugging-related troubleshooting for identifying preexisting debugging traits, we consider our approach to be suitable. Certainly not all troubleshooting behavior can be transferred to the domain of debugging. For that reason, some of the exercises we developed yielded no significant insights into our research question. Therefore, these exercises were omitted from this analysis. However, the exercises we are reporting on in this paper show a strong connection to literature, where the correlation between debugging and troubleshooting is established. In consequence, debugging-related troubleshooting behaviors according to literature such as a systematic troubleshooting process or particular global troubleshooting strategies were necessary and observable. Our findings strongly support this assumption: The preexisting debugging traits we identified in this study are reflected in novice programmers debugging behavior and display a strong overlap with typical problems of novices as discussed above. Therefore, we consider this methodology appropriate to answer our research question. Furthermore, we deem it important to consider these results when teaching debugging.

6 CONCLUSION

The aim of this study was to investigate students’ preexisting debugging traits. To this end, we observed high school students’ behavior in different debugging-related troubleshooting exercises in a real world escape room scenario and analyzed the video data. Overall, our study provides the following two contributions:

Firstly, we provide an innovative methodological approach to study students’ troubleshooting and problem solving behavior, processes, and strategies. The main advantage in comparison to a written assessment of participants’ reactions in given situations is that we can observe the actual troubleshooting process and strategies in a natural environment, including the reactions that occur if an initial approach does not work out. The communication within the groups, which was actively fostered in the design of the exercises, turned out to make the participants’ processes observable.

Secondly, the escape room approach and the respective tasks allowed us to analyze preexisting debugging traits on a strong theoretical basis – which are reflected in novices debugging behavior: Our data shows that the students employ some debugging-related practices such as a systematic troubleshooting process or the incorporation of patterns and heuristics. Nevertheless, they struggle with generating hypotheses, in particular alternative hypotheses, and undoing changes. Furthermore, they are not able to effectively test a system and test single, isolated components. For tracing, our data indicates that students struggle with cognitive load and lack the means to effectively employ external representation to help in their process.

These findings contribute to the understanding of novices’ debugging behavior and allow us to incorporate learners’ preexisting debugging traits into the design of suitable approaches, best practices, and materials for the classroom. The analysis of the data indicates the following implications for teaching debugging:

- **Fostering a systematic debugging process:** While many students showed a systematic troubleshooting process, they switched back to an unsystematic trial-and-error-approach when stuck or unable to generate a hypothesis for the cause of the problem. Conveying a systematic debugging process and fostering corresponding skills such as generating multiple hypotheses and undoing changes might help students get unstuck and improve their independence in debugging, as has been shown to be successful [4].

- **Support building heuristics and patterns for common bugs:** In the troubleshooting exercises, the students applied heuristics and patterns they learned through experience. For debugging, novices lack those experiences they can build upon. Therefore, students should be actively supported in acquiring respective experience, patterns and heuristics.

- **Explicitly conveying debugging strategies:** Our data indicates that efficient testing does not play a significant role in students’ daily lives, which results in a lack of experience in applying testing as a strategy for troubleshooting. Furthermore, students struggled with tracing in the context of a topographic search. Therefore, corresponding debugging strategies such as print-debugging, commenting out or testing need to be addressed explicitly in teaching debugging.

In summary, this study provides deep insights into students’ preexisting debugging experience. The traits we identified can give teachers an idea of what problems their students might struggle with in debugging, and therefore an understanding of factors that
contribute to the “hard way” of learning debugging. This way, they are able to support their students, making this journey a little less “hard”. Building upon this, in future research we want to use the escape room exercises and setting the other way around: Instead of investigating preexisting traits, we want to analyze the influence of debugging education on troubleshooting behavior. This way, similar to the study of Carver [4], we can analyze and measure the transfer of debugging skills into students daily lives in the sense of computational thinking.
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